Raising The Standards For Quality And Dependability. Snap-on Gives You Nothing Short Of Total Support.

Professionals know that being organized is key to being productive. Choosing the right combination of products to suit your work style and getting the maximum return on your tool storage investment leads more people to Snap-on than anywhere else. We engineer our roll cabs and tool chests to carry their loads better and longer. To prove our point we set this 21,000 lb. Peterbilt dump truck on six Masters series KRL1022 Roll Cabs. Even under these exceptional circumstances, the drawers worked smoothly.

You expect your tool boxes to perform under load for years. We build them to do just that.
The Mark Of A Top Technician. The Definitive Snap-on Tool Box.
You Didn’t Build Your Reputation By Going For Second-Best. Neither Did We.

First. Foremost.
The rules are pretty simple when you’re playing the game at this level. You go with one thing and one thing only. The absolute best.
In tool storage, this is it. The Masters Series from Snap-on. The definitive tool boxes.

An Obsession With Quality.
Every component is engineered to the most demanding standards. For the most demanding professionals. From the smooth ball-bearing slides to the tough powder-coat paint, Masters Series boxes are built to hold all your tools – while consistently holding up – year after year. Snap-on sets the standards with heavy-duty construction and superior organization.

It Pays To Go With The Best.
Unmatched performance and productivity. It’s what makes a great technician. And a great tool box. And while others talk, we deliver. With the performance features that help you get the job done faster, better, more productively.
The Masters Series boxes. Proving themselves every single day. Especially pay day.
The Definitive Statement in Tool Storage.

A New Dimension in Quality and Capacity. Some of the biggest thinking ever – from Snap-on of course. Eight casters, 35 drawers and 89,960 cubic inches of storage*. 13 different drawer sizes for maximum flexibility.

No Detail Too Small. Little things really add up. Like casters that swivel – or lock in place for easy movement. Two integral handles for additional easy moves. A beefed up bottom to support the extra load and strengthen the case. And extra-wide stiffeners that deliver extra strength and support to the drawers.

A box made to handle all your tools – and all the extra weight – for years of dependable service. Plus, attention to detail that will pass your toughest inspections and that you’ll appreciate even more as the years go by.

Start Big. Then Add To It. A full range of add-ons to match your shop, your needs. Top chests and side cabs, lockers, workstation risers, overheads, protective covers and optional work surfaces. Whatever it takes to make it more than just big. Make it perfect.

*Roll Cab Units Only
The Thinking Goes Deeper. And A Whole Lot Wider.

You can tell a true pro by looking in his tool box. Or just looking at his tool box. And the Masters Triple-Bank says it all. Lots of tools, lots of talent. And lots of pride.

More Space. More Options.
And it’s got the backbone to support it. And with 45,000 cubic inches of storage*, you can keep your tools right where you want them. Whether it’s a traditional combination as shown or a customized work space, you’ll have plenty of options to choose from.

No Compromises, Anywhere.
Rated up to 6,800 pounds of weight capacity – so load it up. The heavy-duty casters and ball bearing slides provide serious support and a solid foundation. More weight, more capacity, more thinking to support it.

Making Bigger Better.
Available with a range of top chests, side cabs, risers, vertical storage options and much more. Put it together the way you want – with the right balance of storage space and work space – to maximize your workflow, your productivity.

*Roll Cab Units Only
Start With A Solid Investment. Then Watch It Grow.

Think About Everything You Want In A Storage Unit. Now Add To It.
Additional features. Additional storage capacity. Additional possibilities. With this box, you’re going to have to get used to something: expecting more than you ever thought possible.

Here’s The Proof That Bigger Really Is Better.
Almost 29,000 cubic inches* and 6,800 pounds capacity. A broad range of drawer sizes available to be configured the way you want it. Corner gusset supports resist racking and deliver smooth, reliable, day-in-day-out performance. Our standing-seam design provides unsurpassed structural support.

The Way You Want It Today. And Tomorrow.
Put it together your way – to match your needs. Top chests, risers, end cabs and overhead cabinets. Start with a solid investment. Then watch it grow.

*Roll Cab Units Only
You Have An Amazing Capacity For Work. So Do We.

The Standard For Professionalism. Just Like The Tools They Hold.

You don’t mess around with second-rate anything. Tools or boxes. Built the only way you’d have it. The single-bank even has many of the features of its bigger brothers. No shortcuts, no exceptions. Total Snap-on quality.

The Ultimate Professional With A Difference You Can See.

It’s all about pride. Building something that works better, smoother, more efficiently. The Snap-on Single-Bank delivers that and more – over 15,000 cubic inches* and over 3,600 pound capacity. Maximum security, safety, and styling, protected with the finest paint job in the business.

Build It Your Way.

Lots of choices – drawers, work surfaces, end cabs and top chests. And plenty of opportunities to add more capacity, more features, more accessories. The Masters Series is the single best tool box you can buy.

*Roll Cab Units Only
More Than A Box, An Investment.
A Snap-on box is an investment, no question about it. Our job is to make sure it pays dividends – both today and tomorrow. The only way we know how is a total commitment to quality and innovation.

Better Materials And Components.
We start with the best materials; the steel, heavy-duty casters, superior drawer slides and extra-secure K-series locks. And we offer accessories that are every bit as good as the boxes – and fit perfectly.

Better Manufacturing Systems.
It helps when you have been providing the finest tool storage cabinets for more than 85 years. Our engineers have years of experience along with the latest in automated design. Our precision welding process and industry-leading powder-coat paint system delivers the famous Snap-on finish.

Born And Made In USA.
Snap-on Masters Series boxes are still made at our manufacturing plant in Algona, Iowa, with American-made components, American-made pride.

Precision fixtures ensure that each Snap-on tool storage drawer and door operates smoothly.

Spot welds every 3” – 4” ensure a strong, solid unit. No one else comes close to this many welds.

Our laboratory torture tests simulate years of abuse in a matter of hours. It’s another way to ensure our products last longer and perform better.
Innovation

The Only Steps We Follow. Our Own.
It’s all about leading, not following.
And challenging ourselves every day to
find new ways to make your job easier,
more productive, more rewarding.

The key person in our design department? You, the technician.
Our most important research lab? Service bays all across America.
You talk and we listen. And if there’s a way to make storage better,
we’ll find it. That’s where we’ve been. That’s where we’re headed. You can count on it.

Our “Pre-Treat” process and unsurpassed powder-coat paint system allows us to provide a superior finish in a wide variety of custom colors.

From design, construction and painting, to the heavy-duty ball bearing drawer slides and unique “K” Series locking systems, nothing else is a Snap-on.

Our laboratory torture tests simulate years of abuse in a matter of hours. It’s another way to ensure our products last longer and perform better.

From design, construction and painting, to the heavy-duty ball bearing drawer slides and unique “K” Series locking systems, nothing else is a Snap-on.

Masters Series

Tool Storage Solutions
From The Heavy-Duty Casters To The Standing-Seam Top Edge, Masters Is The Ultimate Professional.

Lock-n-Roll® – exclusive feature that prevents drawers from drifting open.

Standing-seam with superior weld placement – a rolled safety edge that prevents racking and tears in the metal.

Double-wall construction, with one-piece full-height inner wall, provides maximum support for case and drawers.

ISO-RIDE™ innovative heavy-duty torsion spring casters handle extreme loads, absorb impact and dampen vibration – a Snap-on exclusive.
Premium, cushioned handles – for superior ergonomics, easier box movement.

2” mounting centers for slides and 16 different drawer sizes give you unmatched flexibility in drawer configuration.

Superior structural foundation – from reinforced 14-gauge bottom channels.

Premium, non-slip drawer liners and top surface mats protect the work surface and preserves the appearance of the tool storage box.

High-security locks with interchangeable core – for peace of mind and easier keyed-alike keying.

Corner-gusset case reinforcement – prevents racking and absorbs impact.

Heavy-duty superior ball-bearing drawer slides – for smooth, dependable performance even under maximum load.

Drawers can be fully extended to provide easy access and maximum tool visibility.

Heavy-duty ball-bearing drawer slides, with pull forward quick disconnects can be doubled on drawers 4” and deeper to double the load rating. (Double slides standard on Extra Wide Drawers). Drawers can be fully extended to provide easy access and maximum tool visibility. Extra wide drawers also include bottom stiffeners to maintain rigidity at full load.

Industry best weld count for longevity. Spot welds every 3” – 4” ensure a strong, solid unit. No one else has this many welds.

Divider-free drawers with extra-deep drawer pull and rolled edges for added drawer strength and easier use.
Start With Our Tool Box. Then Make It Yours.

The box will always have the name Snap-on attached to it. But if it’s going to work, it’s got to work for you. Which is why we give you an incredible range of options to work with – side cabs, lockers, top chests, risers, overhead cabinets, various drawer arrangements and stainless steel and hardwood surfaces. A totally integrated concept – totally committed to maximizing your job, your productivity.

Turn High-Performance Into Higher-Performance. Some people give you a handful of accessories to work with. We give you thousands. Products that make your job easier, more profitable. Products that go one step further to make our box your box.

Work Surfaces And Floor Mats. In all kinds of sizes and materials – to fit your needs.

Trays And Dividers. In various widths and heights to hold tools, just about anything.

Racks And Magnetic Organizers. To hold your wrenches, sockets and other tools. And keep the tools you need right where you want them (And know where they are).

Liners, Covers And Guards. Protect and maintain your investment from the shop environment.

Quality Comes In Many Colors.
That finish will last a long time – so choose carefully.
Overhead Cabinets

Risers

Top Chests

Hardwood And Stainless Steel Work Surfaces

Side Cabs And Lockers

Tool Storage Solutions
Finance That Fits Your Needs Today. And Tomorrow.

Your Snap-on representative will work with you to fit the right payment to your situation – with financing, trade-ins and upgrades based on your requirements. And as your requirements grow, consider the long term benefit of resale value.

- No cost to apply
- 100% financing available to fit your needs.
- Flexible financing terms & payment options
- Prompt credit decisions
- Equipment acquisition with a minimum up-front capital investment
- Unparalleled convenience with competitive rates!
- Potential tax benefits
- For states and municipalities, special tax exempt financing is available

All financing, rates, and terms subject to final credit approval by Snap-on Credit and subject to the terms and conditions of Snap-on Credit’s preferred financing contract. Taxes, installation/freight and costs of financing (e.g. UCC Filing Fees) are extra. In the event of default the terms of the contract will apply and additional amounts may be due. Municipal financing subject to additional terms.
When you select new Snap-on tools and equipment for your business, you want the best value. That means the best tool at the best price. Why not choose your financing the same way? For additional information, call us today at 877-777-8455, and let us introduce the many benefits of Snap-on Credit.